
Physics 223b Lecture 1 Caltech, 04/02/18

Syllabus:

• Bose-Einstein condensate and superfluidity

• Superconductivity: Phenomenology, London equation, BCS theory, Ginzburg-Landau theory,
unconventional superconductivity, topological superconductivity

• Symmetry protected topological phases

• Spin liquid

• Matrix product state representation

Prerequisites:

• Quantum mechanics

• Basic statistical mechanics (Ph127 or similar)

• Basic condensed matter theory (Ph135a, Ph223a, or similar)

References (on reserve in library):

• James F. Annett, Superconductivity, Superfluids, and Condensates

• Michael Tinkham, Introduction to Superconductivity

• Marvin Cohen and Steven Louie, Fundamentals of Condensed Matter Physics

Logistics:

• Lecturer: Xie Chen, xiechen@caltech.edu, 163 W Bridge, office hour Tuesday 3:30pm-4:30pm.

• TA, Yu-An Chen, ychen2@caltech.edu recitation / office hour: to be determined.

• Course website: http://www.its.caltech.edu/∼xcchen/courses/physics223.html.

• We will have four homeworks, posted on Wednesday in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th week. The
homeworks are due in two weeks time, on Wednesday by 5pm in the 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th
week.

Please put finished homework in a box marked ’Ph223b Inbox’ in Bridge Annex. Solutions
will be posted on the website. Graded problem sets can be picked up in a box marked ’Ph223b
Outbox’ in Bridge Annex.

You may take one full-credit one-week extension on a problem set during the term without
question (except for the last homework). Please indicate on your problem set if you are taking
the extension. Otherwise, problem sets will be accepted for 50% credit up to 1 week late and
after that not at all.
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• There are no exams for this course. At the end of the quarter, everyone needs to give a 15
min presentation and write a short essay on a topic related to the course material. You can
choose to work in pairs for this project. The topic should be discussed with me during the
course of this class.

• Homework accounts for 70% of the total grade and final presentation accounts for 30%.

1 Superfluidity and Bose Einstein Condensate

Before talking about superconductivity, let’s look at the closely related phenomena of superfluidity,
in boson systems.

In 1938, it was discovered that liquid helium 4, when cooled down below a critical temperature
(∼ 2K), becomes a superfluid.

(video of superfluid helium)

That is, the viscosity of the fluid suddenly drops to zero. It took some time before people realized
that the phenomena happening in superfluid helium is closely related to the Bose Einstein conden-
sate (BEC), which was predicted theoretically 13 years before in 1925 and experimentally realized
only 57 years later in 1995. Superfluid Helium 4 and the BEC are similar in that they are both
composed of bosonic atoms: Helium 4 has two protons, two neutrons, and two electrons, hence
a total boson; the first experimentally realized BEC was with Rubidium 87, with 37 protons, 40
neutrons and 37 electrons, again a boson. The two systems are also very different: BEC is real-
ized in highly dilute atomic gases with very weak interaction between the bosonic atoms while the
superfluid helium is a liquid with very strong interaction between the bosonic atoms. Their equa-
tions of motion take very different forms, but they share one important property – the spontaneous
breaking of charge conservation symmetry, which also turns out to be the key to superconductivity.

To understand how the spontaneous breaking of charge conservation symmetry happens, let’s con-
sider the Bose-Hubbard model at zero temperature. For simplicity of discussion, we are going to
consider the model on a 2D square lattice. Neither the dimension (as long as it is higher than 1D)
nor the lattice structure is essential to the symmetry breaking phenomena. We are actually going
to generalize our findings of the 2D square lattice Bose-Hubbard model to continuous space and
3D.
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1.1 Bose-Hubbard model: the superfluid phase

Consider a 2D square lattice where each lattice site hosts one boson mode, as shown in the following
figure

b†, b

U t

The boson creation and annihilation operators on each lattice site are b† and b which satisfy the
commutation relation

[b, b†] = 1 (1)

The number of boson on each site is measured by N = b†b, which satisfies [N, b†] = b†, [N, b] = −b.
b† and b act on the number eigenstates as

b†|n〉 =
√
n+ 1|n+ 1〉, b|n〉 =

√
n|n− 1〉 (2)

The Bose-Hubbard model is described by the Hamiltonian

HBH = −t
∑
<i,j>

(b†ibj + b†jbi) +
U

2

∑
i

Ni(Ni − 1)− µ
∑
i

Ni (3)

where < i, j > denotes nearest neighbor pairs. The first term is a kinetic hopping term between
nearest neighbor sites; the second term describes the interaction energy between bosons on the
same site (the energy is zero when there is no or only one boson); the third term describes the
chemical potential. The kinetic energy term competes with the interaction term and the ground
state of this model can be in different phases depending on the choice of parameters. (This model
is very similar to the Fermi-Hubbard model discussed in the last quarter of Ph223, which can be
in either the Mott insulator phase or a metallic phase. They are different in two major ways: the
Bose Hubbard model does not have spin, so cannot describe magnetism; the Bose Hubbard model
describes the motion of bosons while the Fermi-Hubbard model describes the motion of fermions.
Due to the statistical difference between bosons and fermions, their ground state properties, hence
the zero temperature phase diagram, can be very different. )

Let’s first consider the limit of t >> U, |µ|. That is, the interaction energy is very small and the
kinetic energy dominates. The hopping term generates a band for the bosons, with single mode
energy between roughly −t to t. If we set U = 0, the system is not very stable because the
Hamiltonian becomes a free boson Hamiltonian; as long as there are negative energy single particle
states, the total energy of the system can be lowered by putting more and more particles into that
single particle state, resulting in instability. Of course, in reality, we can only put a finite number
of particles into any single particle state, due to small yet nonzero interaction between the bosons.
Therefore, to study the physics of the model at small U , we cannot simply set U to be zero.
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With nonzero U , the Hamiltonian is not free and the terms do not commute with each other, so
we do not know how to solve for the ground state exactly. What we can do is to make a guess. Of
course, this should be a well-motivated and educated guess. To see how to make a good guess for
the ground state when t >> U , let’s consider a Hamiltonian in a different system but with a very
similar form.

Consider a 2D square lattice where each lattice site hosts a rotor degree of freedom described by
the angle variable θ and its conjugate angular momentum operator L = −i ∂∂θ . θ takes value in
[0, 2π) and L takes value in integers. Their commutator is

[θ, L] = i (4)

We can define raising and lowering operators of the angular momentum as L+ = eiθ, L− = e−iθ,
so that their commutators with L are [L,L+] = 1, [L,L−] = −1 and they act on the angular
momentum eigenstates as

L+|l〉 = |l + 1〉, L−|l〉 = |l − 1〉, (5)

The rotor degree of freedom is hence very similar to a boson mode, with the operator correspondence
L ∼ N , L+ ∼ b†, L− ∼ b. (Of course the rotor degree of freedom is different from a boson mode
because the integer eigenvalue of L goes from −∞ to +∞ and L+L− = 1.)

We can use the rotor degree of freedom to write a model similar to the Bose-Hubbard model and
try to gain some insight as to what phase the system is in when t >> U, |µ|. We have

Hr = −t
∑
<i,j>

L+
i L
−
j + L+

j L
−
i + U

∑
i

L2
i − µ

∑
i

Li (6)

With this Hamiltonian, we can set U = 0, µ = 0 and the Hamiltonian becomes

Hr = −t
∑
<i,j>

cos(θi − θj) (7)

which is exactly solvable and in the ground state all rotor variables have the same θ. The interesting
thing is: this uniform phase factor θ can take any value, the energy of these states are all the same.

This big degeneracy in the ground state is due to the spontaneous breaking of the U(1) symmetry
of the system. The rotor Hamiltonian is invariant under the rotation of the θi’s together, as long
as they rotate by the same amount. (Such a rotation is generated by ei

∑
k αLk , so the interaction

U term and the chemical potential term are also invariant.) However, at U = 0, each of the ground
state breaks this symmetry by choosing a particular value for θ. If we apply this transformation to
one of the ground states, we map it to another ground state and their must have the same energy.

Now based on this result, let’s make a guess about what the ground state would look like for the
Bose Hubbard model when t >> U, |µ|. In the rotor model, we found that when U = 0 and µ = 0,
the ground state is the eigenstate of every θi and hence every L+

i and L−i . Therefore, for the
Bose Hubbard model, we expect that the ground state may also be the eigenstate of each bi. The
eigenstate of b in a boson mode is the coherent state

|γ〉 = e−|γ|
2/2

∞∑
n=0

γn√
n!
|n〉 = e−|γ|

2/2eγb
† |0〉 (8)

where γ is the complex eigenvalue of b. If we assume that the ground state is a tensor product of
coherent states on each lattice site with eigenvalue γi, then the average energy of the state is

E = −t
∑
<i,j>

γ∗i γj + γ∗j γi +
U

2

∑
i

|γi|2(|γi|2 − 1)− µ
∑
i

|γi|2 (9)
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We are going to make another simplification where we set γi = ρeiφi . That is, the eigenvalue
for the coherent states have the same amplitude but may have different phase factor. With this
assumption, the average energy of the state becomes

E = −t
∑
<i,j>

2ρ2 cos(φi − φj) +
U

2

∑
i

ρ2(ρ2 − 1)− µ
∑
i

ρ2 (10)

The γi parameters that describe the ground state should have the minimum energy. We can see
that for fixed ρ, the energy is minimized when φi = φj = φ0. Once that is set, we can further
minimize the energy with respect to ρ and find that

ρ0 =

√
U/2 + µ+ 4t

U
(11)

(Notice that a finite nonzero U is essential for the existence of a well-defined energy minimum.)
Therefore, within the set of restricted ‘mean field’ wave function, we find the variational ground
state to be a tensor product of coherent states with γi = ρ0e

iφ0 . Note that while ρ0 is determined
by U , µ and t, φ0 can be arbitrary.

Of course, this wave function is not the exact ground state, but it could be a qualitatively correct
guess, capturing the key feature of the ground state – the spontaneous breaking of the U(1) sym-
metry. The Bose Hubbard model conserves the number of bosons. This is easy to see as neither
the kinetic term or the interaction, chemical potential term changes the number of bosons in the
system. That is, the Hamiltonian is invariant under the transformation

Vα = eiα
∑

k Nk (12)

where α ∈ [0, 2π) and Vα forms a U(1) symmetry group. The variational ground state, however,

does not satisfy this symmetry. To see this, note that b†k and bk transform under the symmetry as

Vαb
†
kV
†
α = eiαb†k , VαbkV

†
α = e−iαbk (13)

Correspondingly, the coherent states transform as

Vα|γ〉 = |eiαγ〉 (14)

Therefore, each of the variational ground state changes and maps into each other under the sym-
metry transformation. This spontaneous breaking of charge conservation symmetry characterize
the superfluid phase of the Bose-Hubbard model with large t/U .
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